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GMR Featured on TV Show 

‘World’s Greatest!…’ Showcases Company Success Stories 

 

Heath, TX:  GMR Protection Resources, Inc., a facility 

analysis and engineering firm, recently appeared on the TV 

show ‘World’s Greatest!…’ The show highlighted GMR’s 

success as the pioneer of their industry, interviewing team 

members and showcasing the company’s competencies. 

The company was selected for the show after a series of 

interviews with the show’s producers. 

Per Jamie Killough, CEO:  “When ‘World’s Greatest!…’ 

contacted us about doing a spot for the show, they said it 

was because they had learned through their research that 

GMR was said to be a pioneer in the Financial 

Industry. This was a wonderful thing for us to hear from an 

outside party. We have always considered ourselves pioneers, through our 3 decades of experience, 

and developing our own proprietary methodologies and systems to measure and assist with 

compliance. Our goal is to share that experience and industry knowledge with our clients to help 

them implement and maintain successful lighting and maintenance programs.” 

Company founder Mike Ross added:  “To have been approached by ‘World’s Greatest!...’ is a 

powerful public endorsement! Being among the very first enterprises to recognize both the 

opportunity and the need for ‘an objective subject matter expert’ to go out at night in all kinds of 

environments and evaluate how customer safety measures are being maintained has positioned 

GMR to bring our clients proven risk management solutions, and their customers with trust that their 

after-hour banking experiences are as safe and efficient as possible.” 

The GMR segment can be found at gmr1.com/press. 

About GMR:  Over the past three decades, GMR has become known as the "Industry Best Practice" 

for helping facilities document existing conditions, prepare for improvements, and minimize risk. We 

are a diverse supplier, woman-owned and operated firm, specializing in ATM lighting compliance 

surveys, custom facility inspections, engineered lighting designs, program management, 3D laser 

scanning, and security consulting. Headquartered in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex, we self-

perform over 45,000 inspections and engineered solutions each year nationwide. Just as each client 

is unique, so are our methodologies and solutions. 
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